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About Us
Capital Power Solutions was established to provide specialized engineering equipment rental, sales and services. Our
company is run and managed by professionals having a cumulative experience of over 150 years in power generation.
In power generation business, we have the differentiation of launching a world known European brand in Pakistan
named EMSA, which is now becoming a household and industrial name in Pakistan. Currently, 65 knowledgeable,
experienced and dynamic blue collar personnel and a team of effective engineers experienced in the field of R&D and
production are employed at EMSA Generator factory covering 30,000 sq. meter area.
Capital Power Solutions help customers to buy, install, commission, operate and maintain power generation
equipment from 1kVA to 2500kVA with focus on high horsepower machines. CPS ranks among one of the prominent
commercial and industrial houses in Pakistan and is recognized for its entrepreneurial skills and valuable contribution
to the economy.

Reasons to choose CPS
1. CPS represents EMSA which uses tremendous specialized components direct from leading international
manufacturers such as Perkins, Volvo, Stamford and so on, in house engineering of the package with robust
skid, solid steel base tanks, rugged rental grade construction etc.
2. CPS uses DSE Deep Sea control modules which are known for long life, ease of operation, ease of
synchronization with other machines and extremely low repair cost.
3. CPS uses large tropical radiator, made by international skilled professionals on perfect standards. These are
ideally suited for hot and harsh weather.
4. CPS genset is sold with imported, tropical temperature sound proof canopies which is an important USP of its
product portfolio.
5. Pakistani industry has trusted CPS and EMSA for high horsepower gensets because of their ability to
recommend, install, commission and service these machines with greater ease and shorter time than most
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competitors.
CPS supplies low horsepower sets in greater number than other competitors because of product quality, super
silent imported canopies, project management ability and speed which few can match in the market.
Capital Power Solutions is one of few companies in Pakistan in generator business with 24 X 7 Call Center.
CPS provides frequent in-depth technical trainings for customer’s staff and presents training material in easy to
understand native languages to spread knowledge to entire operational staff.
CPS performs paralleling with other sets of any make, model, manufacturer and mix of fuels and MAINS.

Quality Certificates
ISO 9001:2015

OHSAS 18001:2007

ISO 10002:2006

ISO 14001:2004

TSE

TS ISO 8528-5

TS EN 12601 TSEHYB

CE

Strategic Business Units
To provide the best product and services in the industry, it is vital for a company to understand and acknowledge the
requirements of customer and present every customer with unique solution to meet their needs in optimal manner. CPS
has all the resources to perform the job perfectly and on time. The company comprises of following divisions:

Power Rental Solutions
Capital Power provides solutions which meet the needs of professionals and industries, irrespective of the nature of
business. As rental power is very cost-effective tool for industrialist so they can make direct investment in their
company profit and growth rather than buying non-direct assets. Receiving rental demands from the market we have
increased our rental fleet to more than 50 gen-sets and increasing regularly. Other than generators, we also entertain
our valued customers with lighting towers all over the country.

Generator Sales
Capital Power Solutions provide thorough peace of mind to clients when it comes to purchasing generator sets. Buying
a genset is a very crucial decision for a company so it requires precise knowledge. CPS team consists of specialized
engineers who utilize their technical expertise and diversified experience in leading towards ideal product selection
accordingly. CPS makes sure to go along with customers throughout and build life-long relationship.

Operations & Maintenance
Capital Power Solutions team and its principals ensure that the team continuously upgrades their knowledge of
products. The focused training programs cover operation and maintenance of generating sets, mechanical and
electrical engineering. CPS is available with discriminating spare parts at all times.

Lighting Division
Side by side with generator sets, CPS also deals in lighting towers all over the country. CPS take in account the
current affairs of the country as number of new projects are being started in non- developed areas where the first
deployed equipment needs to be the lighting tower and the rest to follow.
For more details, please visit https://www.businessbook.pk/detail/capital-power-solutions-karachi-124589

